ONLINE LEARNING PROGRAMME
SUMMER TERM
YEAR 6

MATHEMATICS
Year 7
- Algebra and Ratio
- Fractions, Percentages and Decimals
- Averages and Primes
- Area and Volume

HISTORY and GEOGRAPHY
The Junior Department Virtual World Grand Tour
June 2020

LITERACY
- The ideas, tools and techniques of writing
- Comprehension skills
- Detective genre:
  - The Hound of the Baskervilles
  - Murder on the Orient Express
  - The Highland Falcon Thief

LANGUAGES
French
- France – short stories
- Irregular verbs
- Summer project
  - Latin
  - Gladiators and Amphitheatres
  - Roman Education
  - Fables and Slavery

COMPUTING
Working online with the following platforms:
- Edmodo
- Wakelet
- Microsoft Office
- Educational websites
- Zoom

ART & DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- Online Junior Department Creative Challenge
- Drawing, painting and sculpture
- Artist research

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Daily P.E with Joe Wicks

MUSIC
- Rhythm and Time
- Learning with Ableton
- Recorder
- Creating a song

SCIENCE
- Biology – Ecology + digestion
- Chemistry – Chemical reactions + Atoms
- Physics – Forces + Energy